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This is one of the disastrous results of why we 
have to get government out of water. We have 
to vote correctly in November to replace all 
those politicians who are bought-and-paid-for 
by  our CA-Government,  Los Angeles and all 
the others who are just go-along-to-get-along 
patsies...regardless of party affiliation since we 
know there are bad guys in both parties. That's 
our second step to get LA out of not only our 
valley but also the entire eastern side of our 

Sierra Nevada mountain range.  
 
The first step as been researched, over-all plan created and this plan with all accompany-
ing background is filed in Washington, D.C. Understand, folks (including Frank 
Gober...no Frank, LA is defeatable) that the answer to LA's-mafia-based tactics is 
easy...go over the head of CA government directly to the Federal level. That's where the 
answer is! LA is close to losing much of the water they have "stolen" from northern Cali-
fornia, Colorado River and more...it's going to blow up and force not only LA to desali-
nation, but other coastal areas as well. Water is being removed (stolen) from areas that 
used to be solid agriculture, cattle ranches and peoples' homes and that removal has de-
stroyed these areas. Why would we ever accept any one area taking their water to supply 
another area that has simply OVER DEVELOPED for purposes of local political entities 
to suck in $'s for permitting and all that goes with the contract building trade in addition 
to including county and city "contingencies" (contractors know all about that) right up to 
increasing their property-tax collections PLUS all the $'s sucked up by Real Estate busi-
nesses who do very little to collect their millions of $'s as they drive around and show a 
piece of property. It is unbelievable why anyone would ever consider that these OVER- 
DEVELOPED areas who cannot supply the required water from within their own area 
are ever allowed to take it from other places which they destroy to line the pockets of 
government and real estate. SGMA is the same "gimme water $'s" slammed down on our 
heads by CA Government. Never forget, folks, SGMA 1) contains many illegal demands 
and only passed by 2 votes and 2) California government "BY CONSTITUTIONAL 
LAW" requires any mandated requirements passed down by them to also include pay-
ment of any costs created by any CA-government mandates. California government tries  
TO AVOID THIS with legal sneaky-language (which, by the way was not included 
within the original proposition we, the people voted for and passed in 1979 and which the 
U.S. Supreme Court will never accept  this mess). 
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Finally, deep   research shows  and proves that CA government is expanding (almost daily) their ability to SELL 
WATER.  Our water does not belong to California! Water belongs to we, the people! We can better care for our 
water then Government ever could! It is a proven fact that Government almost always sinks to the level of having 
their votes and agendas being bought and paid for by people/entities that have personal interests that are almost al-
ways detrimental, if not very destructive, to our American citizens,  agriculture and ranching world and U.S. Consti-
tution.  We have proven that over and over throughout a couple hundred plus years.  LADWP’s theft of water in the 
Owens Valley and Sierra Nevada headwaters flowing east in Mono County proves beyond doubt how bad govern-
ment always has very bad end results that fall on the backs of “we, the people.” 
 
It has now come to light that LADWP is also “taking” a huge quantity of water from the western side of the Sierra 
Nevada mountain range which drains San Joaquin/Central Valley of the water that USED TO SUPPORT  agricul-
ture and ranching of that area for many decades. 
   
For more detailed coverage of this local development by the IWVGA...which we, the people were promised would 
not happen a few months ago...see the “NEWS REVIEW” article by Brian Cosner, Staff Writer, March 27, 2020 
issue.  

Calls for an End to GA 
By:  Mike Neel 

May 22, 2020 
The following letter-too-the-editor appeared in 
the May 22, 2020 edition of the “News Review” 
and is herein shared with our readers with per-
mission from Mike. 
 
To the Editor:  The unelected “Groundwater Au-
thority” should be known as the Groundwater 
Tyrants.  You know, a group that does what they 
want with our water and our right to use it for 
our bes good, without any accountability what-
soever. 
 
Since when in this country did five people get to 
just sign and agreement, and then take power to 
tax and police our water use?  I ask you, since 
when?  Who came down from heaver and gave 
them this unaccountable power?  Can anybody 
tell me when we voted to put these usurpers in 
power?  What date was the election: who were 
the candidates? 
 
Oh-I see, there wasn’t an election.  This “board” 
exists completely outside of our consent.  We 
never asked for it, we never voted it into power 
and we sure don’t like their soon-coming at-
tempt to foist a tax bill of close to $1,500 per 
year for each household on us. 
 
The only way that these unelected usurpers will 
be removed from their seat of power is for the 
following demand to be shouted loudly at them,  

until they buckle under the pressure.  Leave, Mick Glea-
son-we didn’t vote you onto the Groundwater Author-
ity.  Get out.  Leave, Ron Kicinski-we didn’t vote you 
onto the Groundwater Authority.  Get out.  Leave, Scot 
Hayman-we didn’t vote you onto the Groundwater Au-
thority.  Get out.  Leave, John Vallejo-we didn’t vote 
you onto the Groundwater Authority.  Get out.  Leave, 
Bob Page– we didn’t vote you onto the Groundwater 
Authority.  Get out. 
 
Call them during public comment at the “Groundwater 
Authority” board meeting (every third Thursday at the 
convenient time of 11 a..) and tell them so. 
 
 
Write emails to apriln@iwvwd.com and tell them to get 
out.  Call their secretary who resides at the water district 
office at 760-375-5086 and leave a message for them to 
get out.  Write: 
 

 Scott Hayman at shayman@ridgecrest-ca.gov 
 Ron Kacinski at ron.kicinsi.director@gmail.com 

 Mick Gleason at district1@kerncounty.com 
 BobPage at  Bob.Page@rov.sbcounty.gov 

 and 
 John Vallejo at jcvallejo@inyocounty.us  

 
and tell them to get out.  Make it clear we want no one 
but people we vote into office ruling over us. 
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IWVGA Continues to Threaten 
The Private-Property Wells Owners and Residents of Indian Wells Valley 

 
The following is a combination of repeated information which has appeared in previous newsletters plus em-
phasizing the importance of understanding how this all comes together and the fact that all of us living here 
in the Indian Wells Valley have the ultimate responsibility to put forth the necessary effort to learn the cause, 
not only learn the solutions but to take the personal responsibility of coming forward to work together to 
stop IWVGA from trying to make us pay their bills and jump aboard immediately and start progressively 
working to stop California government’s elected positions from breaking California Constitutional law.   
 
Not only this Newsletter, but also several of our residents have time and again via letters-to-the editors of 
our newspapers and standing on the floor of GA meetings to point out that we, the voters of California did, 
indeed, pass  Article 13B added Nov. 6, 1979, by Prop. 4. Initiative measure  which adds to our California 
Constitution the law that requires our State government to pay the costs of any “MANDATED” order from 
them, period!  Proposition 42 amended this original proposition in 2014, but did not address the original Sec-
tion 6;  i.e.,    proposition 42 is a constitutional amendment passed by the voters on the June 3 ballot that re-
quires local governments to comply with state public records and open meeting laws and force them to also 
bear the cost of compliance ONLY with the public records and open meeting laws..  
 
This current and illegal attempt to force any resident in IWV, whether residing in Ridgecrest, Inyokern or in 
the Kern County areas, to pay the bills originating from the mandate(s) of the State has to be stopped.   This 
includes the owners of the agricultural property. Regardless of what any attorney/lawyer individual or group 
try in order to play with words, etc., they are wrong.  Those of us who actually voted for this addition to our 
California constitution can testify to the fact that there has been wording illegally added to try to give the 
legal world loop-holes through which layers/attorneys try to jump and which were NOT approved by a ma-
jority vote of the people. That in itself is illegal because any proposition passed by the majority vote of Cali-
fornia voters MAY NOT BE CHANGED IN ANY WAY unless those citizens VOTE AND APPROVE BY 
2/3rds MAJORITY FOR ANY CHANGE and, if such words have been “hidden” in other propositions along 
the years that is also illegal and will never be accepted by we, the voters.  California-Government’s Assem-
bly and Senate “elected” politicians MAY NOT OVERRIDE the original vote by the CA voters!  PERIOD!! 
 
In defiance of all of the above, IWVGA and SGMA continue to try to force the Private-Property Well Own-
ers within the entire State to pay the huge financial debt that they, themselves, have approved by their vote 
upon the SGMA-imposed execution of mandates which have been created by a non-elected group appointed 
by California-government elected politicians.  SGMA has tried to cover it up with false definitions trying to 
remove the “mandate” financial requirements.  That is nothing but a play on words by the legal world trying 
to cover up the truth. 
 
To update all our readers, this latest threat from our local Ground Water Authority to force all well owners to 
install AND PAY FOR THEMSELVES at least 2 meters at the cost of about $800.00 each to measure the 
water we pump (1 meter to function and report amount of water used by that property owner and 1 meter for 
backup) is now a reality right on the horizon.  It is reported to this editor that the path to add these fees plus 
the cost of the water, itself, to our property tax bill is being considered.  Good grief!  That would certainly be 
against the law as we all passed via Proposition 13 in 1978.  No increases can be added without “full major-
ity voting approval” by we, the people.  It doesn’t matter what the label this cost...it cannot be just added to 
anyone’s property tax bill! 
 
REMEMBER, LA IS TAKING OUR WATER VIA DIVERTING SAME INTO THEIR TWO 
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AQUEDUCTS NORTH OF LONE PINE, REMOVING THAT WATER FROM THE 
NATURAL AQUIFER REFILL PROCESS IN THE IWV AND ISN’T PAYING US ONE 
DIME FOR THAT.  LA SIGNS CONTRACTS WITH INYO COUNTY ANNUALLY TO 
PAY THAT COUNTY FOR HUGE AMOUNTS OF WATER (INCREASING AMOUNTS 
EVERY YEAR; i.e., 2017/2018 contract  =  LA diverted 460,000 acre feet of water into their 
two aqueducts and removed same to the LA Area AND A LARGE PERSENTAGE OF 
THAT WATER SHOULD, INSTEAD, BE LEFT ALONE AND CONTINUE TO FLOW 
SOUTH WHICH WOULD MORE THAN KEEP OUR AQUIFER CONTINUALLY RE-
FULLED.  That is exactly what “Our Plan” accomplishes when fully implemented AT THE 
FEDERAL LEVEL and which we have filed with President Trump (The White House), our 
U.S. Representative Kevin McCarthy and the Department of Interior,  
 
Again, our local GA is not put in place by any vote of we, the people but is put in place by SGMA mandate.  
The members of this board are not voted into office.  We, the people have not given this group any authority 
to spend money,  run up bills for which we, the people have any legal responsibility to pay, etc., etc.,; i.e., 
Mike Neel has addressed this issue in detail several times. 
 
Several of we, the private-property well owners of IWV are contacting various legal entities in search of 
one or more that can step in and stop this encroachment on private citizens’ legal rights and California Gov-
ernment’s breaking Constitutional law to try to cram the State’s illegal enforcement down on us.  The next 
page contains a “repeat” of the U.S. Supreme court position that any Property Owner can go directly to Fed-
eral Court with claims that state and  local regulations effectively deprive land owners of the use of their 
property. 
 
Updates on this will follow as we put this all together and start movement.  We will need support of every 
one of us.  Plus, there are thousands of people in the rest of California who will all be negatively affected by 
these actions and we will pursue bringing them aboard.   
 
Please contact this newsletter editor and volunteer your help to turn loose this important action on all the 
sections of government CA is dropping on our heads. 
 
We are also pursuing and encouraging the candidates running for election or re-election to the California 
Assembly and Senate to campaign on this water mess, implore all voters no matter what their party affilia-
tion to elect sane politicians who understand water is the top priority to secure life and will rescind SGMA 
at the least.  Remember, it is the large agriculture and livestock businesses that are currently suing the gov-
ernment entities and we also must realize who pays for the government legal defense of same...remember 
all government bills are paid with tax $’s which they get from we, the people.    Our local GA does NOT 
PAY THE BILLS.  So, when our local GA is sued, they do not currently think they (actually Sacramento) 
have to pay the legal bills.  No matter how one looks at this, we the people are currently being expected to 
pay the GA bills, SGMA lawsuit bills and Sacramento lawsuit bills.  We, the people are expected to pay 
both side of all bills.   Supreme Court, here we come!   This has to be stopped 
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Owens Valley Files Eminent Domain Law Suit in 2013 
Fighting for Their Water Fight With Los Angeles 

 
In 1913, after Los Angeles   
bought up rural land hiding 
behind closed doors 200 miles 
north of LA in order to secure 
valuable water rights, officials 
in the Owens Valley are fi-
nally fighting back.  Inyo 
County launched eminent do-
main proceedings in 2013 in 
an effort to take property ac-
quired by Los Angeles in the 
early 1900s. 
 
The dispute stems from a 
scheme in which agents from 
the big city quietly purchased 

land while posing as ranchers and farmers. The saga became a key part of California history and the subject of 
the 1974 film "Chinatown." Los Angeles went on to drain the lush valley, taking the water via a great aqueduct 
to fuel the metropolis' explosive growth, forever changing development in Southern California. 
 
It's the first time Inyo County has used eminent domain against the LA Department of Water and Power, 
which owns 25 percent of the Owens Valley floor.  Previous battles with the DWP focused on the environ-
mental and economic damage caused by the pumping of local water supplies. But with its new strategy, the 
county seeks to pay fair market value for property and water rights needed for landfills, parks, commerce and 
ranchlands along a 112-mile stretch of Highway 395 east of the Sierra Nevada. 
 
A county appraisal concluded a fair market value for the total 200 acres of $522,000. The DWP has declined 
that offer, saying it had yet to complete its own appraisals.  Some officials are already raising the possibility of 
mounting crowd-sourcing campaigns to fund additional acquisitions of DWP land for public benefit.  The lat-
est county move comes after years of efforts by Los Angeles to make amends for taking the region's land and 
water. In 2013, for instance, the city agreed to fast-track measures to control toxic dust storms that have blown 
across the eastern Sierra Nevada since LA opened the aqueduct a century ago that drained Owens Lake. 
 
Snowmelt in the eastern Sierra runs off and into the aqueduct, traveling hundreds of miles to Los Angeles.  
Inyo County are suing to take back DWP land as an important step in restoring local control. That worries 
DWP officials, who acknowledged they were caught off guard by the action.  LADWP has commented:  "This 
is brand new. It could be a slippery slope and where it would lead us is unknown,"  In addition, Inyo County 
also wants the water rights on certain properties, which could have a cascading effect. LADWP is very con-
cerned about that." 
 
As a gesture of conciliation, in 2016 LA $4.6 million monument of granite and sculpted earth that now rises 
from a dry bed of Owens Lake. It features a public plaza with curved granite walls inspired by the wing shapes 
of shorebirds. Sculptures of earth and rock have been made to resemble whitecaps like those that graced the 
lake's surface before it was transformed into a dust bowl. 
 
We have not been able to find any absolute, final decision on this lawsuit.  To take this much time and con-
stantly continuing paying lawyers for this kind of work is unacceptable.  Unfortunately, it usually is the 
case. 
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Please share this Newsletter with your friends and acquaintances.   

Also, you may add your replies and/or additional  

information for inclusion in our next edition...send to:  

 lorrysda@gmail.com  

lorrysda@gmail.com 
Telephone:  760-377-5579 

 
 You can download a copy of this and all others newsletter to printout for ad-

ditional copies which are available on our own webpage at the below link:  
  

http://www.sdarabians.com/CAWaterGovernmentInterference.html 
 

Below is  contact information for the author of this newsletter and our own website..   
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